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RIGHT DATA.  
RIGHT ANALYTICS.  
RIGHT TIME.
Successful clinical trials depend on better-informed patient 
stratification strategies. These strategies can be fraught 
with inefficiencies due to:

 • Data access

 • Ad hoc querying 

 • Data aggregation

 • Repeatable analytics for cross-study biomarker analysis

Leveraging best-in-class data analytics technologies, 
PerkinElmer Signals Translational Enterprise is designed  
to address those inefficiencies and improve clinical trial 
development and design process, with user-friendly  
applications and self-service access to data for biomarker 
discovery and patient stratification cohorts across large 
and diverse datasets. 

Data Staging and Management 
Capitalize on the richness of your translational and clinical 
datasets in a secure and collaborative environment that 
enables harmonization and management of proprietary and 
public data sources.

Best Practices for Cross-Study Analysis
A unified environment supports integrated data access,  
ad hoc querying, and analytics to enable repeatable and 
shareable protocols – empower scientists and reduce the  
burden on data scientists.

Secure and Collaborative Environment
Share data, search exports, and utilize analytics protocols in  
a scalable enterprise-level infrastructure with role-based user 
management capabilities across different functional groups.

State-of-the-Art Technologies 
Harness the solution’s integrated access to cloud  
analytics as well as the data exploration power that comes 
with TIBCO Spotfire®, the world’s leading data analysis and 
reporting tool.
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Early  screening is essential to personalized  care. Early  screening is essential to personalized  care. 

PerkinElmer Signals Translational Enterprise is a turnkey translational research solution that is designed to enable actionable 
insights faster to better achieve patient stratification and enable successful clinical trials.

The solution is configured to provide all the necessary tools to harmonize, search, aggregate, and analyze data consistently 
across large datasets in an integrated environment. This ability to holistically address all the critical points in the data lifecycle 
helps scientists to rapidly develop and test hypotheses and accelerate the discovery and development of new therapeutics – 
bringing precision medicine a step closer for all.

ACHIEVE BETTER-INFORMED PATIENT STRATIFICATION

Address your organization’s clinical and translational 
cross-study analysis with a unified environment that can 
scale and grow on demand – enabling your team to: 

 •  Stage and manage data in a secure, scalable enter-
prise-level infrastructure purpose-built for data que-
rying aggregation and analytics in a fully integrated 
solution. 

 • Deliver role-based user access for added data security

 •  Provide access to integrated cloud analytics in a fully 
supported and maintained environment

 •  Integrate with existing systems and data and enable 
role-based access for added security

Research and Development IT 

With PerkinElmer Signals Translational Enterprise,  
your teams can achieve seamless, highly informed 
patient stratification for clinical drug development with 
actionable insights from cross-study biomarker analysis.  

 •  Empower your scientists with universal data access in 
a secure, collaborative environment 

 •  Leverage proprietary and public datasets to inform 
your patient stratification strategies

 •  Benefit from rapid deployment in production  
environment and integration with existing systems 

Derive scientific insights faster by leveraging a  
user-friendly solution that enables rapid testing of 
hypotheses to deliver your biomarker projects on time. 

 •  Utilize an easy-to-use interface designed specifically 
to capitalize on the study-based approach

 •  Perform ad hoc queries (including row-level filtering) 
and cross-study aggregation to create cohorts on 
the fly across large number of studies and datasets

 •  Utilize integrated cohort selection with repeatable 
and shareable translational analytics protocols – to 
reduce reliance on data scientists

Translational ScientistsHead of Translational Research 

Address the critical points in the data lifecycle and  
establish best practices to help with routine cross-study 
aggregation and biomarker analysis, while reducing the 
burden on your time.

 •  Simplify data preparation for cross-study analysis 
using a fully integrated solution that enables data 
access, management, and harmonization; create 
repeatable, shareable translational analytics protocols

 •  Create multifaceted data queries with advanced 
search capabilities  

 •  Harness the data exploration power of  
TIBCO Spotfire®, the world’s leading analysis  
and reporting tool

Data Scientists
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Watch our video to learn more about how actionable insights lead to better informed patient stratification:  
https://www.perkinelmer.com/product/signals-translational-enterprise-signalste

AN EXAMPLE OF PATIENT STRATIFICATION WORKFLOW
The head of Translational Sciences at a pharma company wants to test a hypothesis that varying levels of certain gene expressions can have 
a huge impact on survival rates of patients when on Drug X. The team has a list of genes they would like to test this hypothesis on and 
improve patient stratification. Normally, the team would rely on R&D IT and data scientists for cross-study biomarker analysis. 

� Clinical datasets, including demographics, diagnostics, and vitals      � Translational datasets, including biomarker data  

Translational scientists on the team need to access 10 specific studies that were staged in PerkinElmer Signals 
Translational Enterprise for cross-study analysis. They need the following datasets:

Translational analytics in PerkinElmer Signals Translational Enterprise are powered by TIBCO Spotfire® and are used by 
data scientists to create a repeatable protocol that could be easily used by translational scientists for cross-study analysis.

BATCH EFFECT APP PRINCIPAL COMPONENT 
ANALYSIS APP

PREVALENCE 
ANALYSIS APP

SURVIVAL 
ANALYSIS APP

to detect any  
technical variability  
in the studies

to detect biological  
variability between 
patients and  
control groups

to look for differences  
in the groups
• Gene X is of interest
•  Select cohorts based on  

high or low expression

to find statistically  
significant differences in  
survival rates between the 
‘high’ and ‘low’ cohorts of 
Gene X

Once all relevant data was aggregated, the team was able to select the repeatable Translational Analytics Protocol, per best practices 
established by their data scientists. The protocol includes:

INSIGHT: Gene X high - expression cohorts show reduced survival rates on Drug X compared to Gene X -  
low - expression cohort

ACTION: Going forward for Drug X select patients that have low expression for Gene X low to improve survival rates

RESULT: Biomarker project delivered on time and patient stratification improved

Translational scientists at the pharma company are able to search and aggregate relevant datasets on the fly and leverage repeatable 
analytics protocols based on their organization's best practices without relying on data scientists and R&D IT for constant support.  
Using PerkinElmer Signals Translational Enterprise, the scientists deliver:

The robust, yet flexible information model enables data scientists to ensure that data is already harmonized when staged, 
ready for translational scientists to search and explore. 

R&D IT enables role-based user access for the team. Scientists can search and create ad hoc cohorts based on different search  
criteria, including:

STUDIES, SUBJECTS, 
AND SAMPLES

SPECIFIC TRANSLATIONAL  
AND CLINICAL DATASETS

REFINED SEARCHES FOR 
SPECIFIC GENE LISTS 

DATA IS AGGREGATED  
AND IMPORTED DIRECTLY 
INTO TIBCO SPOTFIRE® 


